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Virtual Escape Room: Pharaoh Quest

Our Pharaoh Quest virtual escape room is an immersive and collaborative team game experience, where members of the team
have different information that they must share with each other in order to complete each challenge. Ideal for training and building
teamwork and communication skills, this escape room is played on a secure, no-install, browser-based game platform while teams
communicate on a video call platform of their choice throughout the game.

Teams will face a mysterious dilemma that they must tackle together. A new pyramid has recently been discovered. Your team's
task is to infiltrate it and discover who might be buried there. Inside, you will find hidden rooms, traps, corridors, and enigmas as
you make your way to the center to find the burial chamber. But be careful, because you will also have to find your way back out!

Participants must use their observations and problem-solving skills to discover the clues necessary to navigate the pyramid. Each
player will need to use the information concealed in their virtual surroundings by carefully inspecting the clues they find, and sharing
information with their teammates who may be seeing different clues within the same scene. Ultimately, they must solve all the
puzzles and codes along their way to solve the mystery of which Pharaoh is buried in the pyramid, and make their way out!

Your group will play in teams of 6 to 8 players, with each participant viewing the game platform in synchrony with their teammates.
A Game Master will be on hand to facilitate the experience and provide clues if needed. At the conclusion of the program, the
scoreboard will be revealed showing where each team placed and announcing the winning team.

With an immersive storyline, clues of varying difficulty, detailed graphics, and an advanced escape room platform, this program will
energize and bond your team. Put on your game face and your detective hat, and be the first to solve the mystery! Remember, this
is a team challenge - the fastest and most collaborative team will win. Good Luck!

Clients Talk About this Program

"Our Virtual Escape Room Pharaoh Quest event was very enjoyable. We had the most fun solving the puzzles, even though it was
quite challenging to get started. The random grouping of teams allowed our interns to get to meet other interns and HR/managers.
Participants found it interesting to see the other team's process live.

"

Michelle - Tower Research Capital

Program Details

Group Size:
up to 500

Team Size:
6 to 8

Program Length:
1.5 to 2 hours

Space Requirement
N/A

Setting:
Indoor

Physicality:
Low

Program Elements

Collaboration &
Accomplishing Common Goal

Communication

Friendly Competition

Fun & Engaging Interaction

Innovation & Problem Solving
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